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Editorial
Dear GGI Members,
We are delighted to present you with the
new issue of INSIDER, which is packed
full of fascinating articles from all around
the world and presents a range of interesting news.
We have many improvements to introduce to you, including the redesigned GGI
website. The GGI team will also soon be
launching the brand new tool which allows “online registration for conferences”.
Starting with the GGI Leadership Forum,
the entire conference registration process
will be handled online. GGI members will
be able to register for all meetings and conferences quickly and easily via the internet.
You can read more about this on page 24.
And it does not end there: the GGI app
for Smartphones will be available to all
GGI members in the near future. Preparations are currently well underway. The
GGI app offers all iPhone users quick and
easy access to the GGI register of members, details of all current GGI events and
the GGI corporate video – regardless of
whether they are at home, in the office, on
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Diary

Content
holiday or simply out and about. More information can be found on page 25.
In this issue’s “GGI business travel tips”,
Ady Nordman from GGI member firm
Hirsch, Lottem & Co. has come up with
many exciting and valuable tips about Tel
Aviv. Please feel free to contact him at any
time if you have any questions or would like
some further information about Tel Aviv.
We would like to take this opportunity to
wish all participants of the upcoming GGI
European Conference a successful and
enjoyable time in Munich. To fill you with
inspiration and anticipation for other conferences, we hope you will enjoy reading
the articles by Black Sutherland LLP and
Kanish & Partners, the host firms of this
year’s first ever GGI North American Regional (25-27 October 2011) and the GGI
World Conference (27-30 October 2011) in
Toronto, Canada.
We look forward to seeing you soon and
hope you enjoy reading the March INSIDER issue.
All the best,
Your GGI team
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➜ 7-10 April 2011
GGI European Conference
Munich – Germany
➜ 16-19 June 2011
GGI Leadership Forum
Eisenberg – Austria
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GGI Latin American
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actualised information and additional events: www.ggi.com, entry
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UPCOMING GGI EVENTS

16-19 June 2011: GGI
Leadership Forum 2011
GGI has been organising the GGI Central-Eastern European Conference in
Eisenberg for the past three years. Central and Eastern Europe has become firmly established as an integrated part of a
united, cohesive Europe over the last decade, and is no longer considered a separate entity within the European realm.
This prompted the Executive Committee
to make Eisenberg the location of its annual GGI Leadership Forum at its last
meeting on 19 February, 2011.
The new conference format will focus
on the management of law, accounting, tax consultancy and management

consultancy firms, and will include interesting presentations, workshops
and networking sessions on leadership
topics such as:
best practices
strategic planning
partnership retirement issues and
examples from practice
rewarding and compensating leadership (bonus systems)
fee systems
partnership structures
ongoing professional development
internal controlling, risk management and compliance

Hotel “The Eisenberg” – Burgenland, Austria
branding strategy (in connection
with GGI)
human resources (how to hire good
professionals, how to motivate your
staff)
marketing and growing your business (also in connection with GGI)
The last few years have been rather
turbulent for the accounting, consulting and legal professions and proved
a real test of your firm’s leadership.
Even today, market conditions show no
real signs of making a full recovery. But
through responsive management and
strategic planning, accounting, consulting and law firms of all sizes can
still continue to grow their profits and
expand their services.
This is your chance to hear from successful GGI managing partners, part-
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ners and CEOs and directors, as well as
some external (non-GGI) leaders, who
have done just that. Find out how other GGI member firms maximise their
profits, win the competition for new
clients and excellent staff, reward and
compensate leadership, benchmark
performance, develop future firm management and much more.
This new, stimulating conference will
be held in the beautiful surroundings
of The Eisenberg Resort and Spa, ensuring an informal, relaxed and harmonious atmosphere in one of Europe’s
last remaining “undiscovered” natural
environments. Join us to enjoy the benefits of the Eisenberg experience!



www.TheEisenberg.com
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UPCOMING GGI EVENTS

25-30 October 2011

GGI North American
Conference and GGI
World Conference in
Toronto, Canada
By John Ward
This year’s host firms of the GGI North
American (25-27 October 2011) and GGI
World Conference (27-30 October 2011)
are Black Sutherland LLP, law firm, and
Kanish & Partners, chartered accountants, from Toronto, Canada
John Ward and his firm, Black Sutherland LLP, extend a warm welcome to fellow Geneva Group members for GGI’s
first North American Regional and World
Conference in Toronto. Our law firm,
whose origins go back to the 1920s, is located in the heart of Toronto’s business
district. Black Sutherland offers a range
of services for corporate and individual
clients. Our business law group deals
with corporate and commercial matters,
including acquisitions, mergers and joint
ventures, shareholder and business issues, and corporate governance issues.
CONTENT

Our insurance litigators offer services in
such areas as personal injury cases, occupiers’ liability, product liability, professional negligence and medical malpractice. The commercial litigators at Black
Sutherland deal with cases including
shareholder and partnership disputes,
breach of contract disputes and defamation. John has practiced law for more than
thirty years, and his practice deals with
areas that include business law, wills and
estates, intellectual property, real estate
and defamation law.
Although GGI workshops and entertainments will keep you occupied, we
at Black Sutherland hope that you’ll get
the opportunity to explore our beautiful
city while you are visiting. Compared to
many other global metropolises, Toronto
is relatively young; nevertheless, it boasts
a rich history. Founded in 1793 and originally designated as the town of York, Toronto was chosen as the province’s capiGET PDF

tal for its protected harbour and
fine defensive position. Over
the next two centuries, Toronto
gradually grew into one of the
major industrial and financial
hubs in North America.
Waves of immigrants to the
city have greatly influenced the
city’s cultural climate. In the beginning, Great Britain provided
the main population base, but
after World War Two, Canada
opened its doors to the world.
As a result, Toronto’s neighbourhoods reflect the rich ethnic diversity of the city with their
specialized restaurants, shops
and businesses. Some of the
most notable of these communities are Little Italy, Little India,
Chinatown and Greektown. As
well, Toronto is home to many
major architectural sites, including the Art Gallery of Ontario,
which was recently redesigned City of Toronto, Canada
by world-class architect Frank
Gehry, and the Royal Ontario Museum, little community of cottages.
whose Michael Lee-Chin Crystal addition
John and the staff at Black Sutherland
was designed by leading architect Dan- hope you enjoy the conference and your
iel Libeskind. Just south of Bloor Street, visit to Toronto.
and within walking distance of the Four
Seasons Yorkville, is the beautiful camGGI member firm
pus of the University of Toronto, with its
Black Sutherland LLP
many leafy walkways and traditional ivy(Law Firm, Tax Consulting)
covered colleges. And if you want to get
Toronto, Canada
away from the bustle of the city, you can
John Ward
take the short ferry ride to the Toronto
E: john.ward@blacksutherland.com
Islands across the harbour. Ward’s and
W: www.blacksutherland.com
Algonquin Islands are home to a quaint
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UPCOMING GGI EVENTS

Accounting for
Yorkville’s good taste
By Ben Kaplan
Gazing out from the top floor of the Four
Seasons Hotel, Yorkville glistens with opportunities. Headquarters of Kanish &
Partners and GGI’s first North American
Regional and World Conference 2011, Yorkville is Toronto’s international Mecca of
high-end nightlife, shopping and gourmet
dining; the perfect backdrop for a conference, and a Boutique Chartered Accounting firm, on the cutting edge.
Kanish & Partners, started by Kanish Thevarasa in 2000, wants to welcome you to
our neighbourhood, and share with you a
few secrets about the place where we work
and play. Our firm of top-notch Chartered
Accountants and Advisors is based at Bay
and Bloor Street, the city’s main east-west
artery, where shoppers can meander from
Gucci to Prada to Louis Vuitton, or else
duck into Holt Renfrew, Canada’s finest
department store. The shopping is both
international and celebrity-tested. When
the city hosts it’s world famous Toronto
International Film Festival, attracting stars
like Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie, Matt Damon
and Natalie Portman, Yorkville transforms
into a northern Hollywood, and the city’s
finest boutiques become jam-packed with
stars.
CONTENT

Likewise, at Kanish & Partners we treat
our clients as if they too are stars. We focus
on personal contact, next-wave Internet
technology and social media know-how.
We tailor to large and small companies,
and also to individual clients. As part of
Geneva Group International, we are an
inclusive business, providing services in
English, Italian, Chinese – Cantonese/
Mandarin, and Hindi. Like our neighbourhood, we are multi-cultural, dynamic and
thriving, and whether a client wants to actively grow their business or maintain their
high-level of excellence, we have a team of
business advisors who are always handson and project-oriented.
In Yorkville, big names rub neck and neck
with smaller boutique shops, and hip local
venders coexist. Yorkville Park on Cumberland Avenue is the winner of the American
Survey of Landscape Architects Award,
and we encourage you to be bowled over
by the park’s unique blend of new and old,
forward-thinking and old fashioned reflection.
Kanish & Partners, who were green long
before the phrase became trendy, were
one of the first Boutique CA Firms with an
electronic workflow and paperless office.
Indeed, it’s this mix of classic principles
with modern technology that Kanish &
GET PDF

Yorkville – park by night
Partners has made a cornerstone of how
we do business. It’s no accident that this
year’s GGI World Conference is being held
near the Royal Ontario Museum, Frank
Gehry’s $270-million masterpiece that
was named one of the seven new wonders
of the architecture world by Condé Nast
Traveler magazine.
At Kanish & Partners, our business advisory, assurance, accounting and tax services match the attention to detail of our
international neighbourhood. To wit, one
only has to look at the dining options on
display in Yorkville, where Persian food,
sushi and gourmet treats are side-by-side.
Like Indian? Check out Spice Room and
Chutney Bar. Care to see and be seen?
Nothing entices the senses like the trendy
offerings at ONE Restaurant. Feel like a
burger and beer? Just steps away from
conference headquarters is Hemingway’s
Restaurant, a casual watering hole that

boasts the simplicity and ruggedness of its
famous namesake. There’s something of
a legendary status accorded to the dance
floor at Amber, the lounge at Flow Restaurant, and the rooftop martini bar at the
Park Hyatt Hotel.
From everyone here at Kanish & Partners, welcome to our city and welcome to
Yorkville. We trust you’ll never want to go
home.

GGI member firm
Kanish & Partners
(Financial Audit and Accountancy Services,
Tax- and Management Consulting, Corporate
Finance, Trust- and Wealth Management
Services)
Toronto, Canada
Kanish A. Thevarasa
E: kanish@kanish-partners.com
W: www.kanish-partners.com
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4-6 February 2011:
GGI Practice Group
Chairperson Meeting
From 4 to 6 February 2011 the annual
GGI Practice Group Chairperson Meeting took place in Zurich.
The GGI Practice Groups are institutionalized interest groups, open to all
members of the network throughout the
different disciplines. Practice Groups
are established as initiatives of active
members of the network. Being involved
in these groups allows our members to
stay in the forefront of their professions
by providing them the leading network
of independent professional firms with
similar practice focuses and interests.
Currently, GGI has 13 Practice Groups
whereas an additional one in Litigation
is in process of being established (for
more information please click here!)
The purpose of the meeting was not
only to thank all Practice Group Chairpersons and Vice Chairpersons for
their success and efforts but also to exchange ideas and experiences in order
to strengthen the Practice Groups. All
Chairpersons presented their Practice
Groups and the development, challenges and changes of the same in the
last year. Several Practice Groups hold
CONTENT

sometimes joint meetings together,
such as the Restructuring & Insolvency
Practice Group together with the PG International Cross Border Debt Collection, which helps to share professional
knowledge and experience in an interdisciplinary manner and reaches more
participants on one hand, still keeping
the independence of the two Practice
Groups on the other hand. PG members
previously requested to distinguish the
regular and non regular members of the
Practice Group, thus to ensure that the
active members of each Practice Group
are identified as such.
The new Practice Group Renewable
Energies, having its first meeting during
GGI’s European Conference in Munich
in April 2011. Because of synergy effects,
a number of Practice Groups might be
able to hold joint meetings with this
Practice Group in the future, such as
International Estate Planning, Trusts &
Wealth Management.
Practice Group Chairpersons and ViceChairpersons will in the future also have
photo-interviews and will be shown on
GGI’s website. GGI will utilize the more
GET PDF

GGI Practice Group Chairperson Meeting in Zurich
successful Practice Groups as an example in order to demonstrate the existing
competence and professionalism of the
work.
The Practice Group Enhanced Business Opportunities presented upcoming and on-going projects. The project
on the “Young Professionals social media networking” was first launched in
Ljubljana during the last EasyMeet in
November 2010 and pursued at EasyMeet in Milan in March 2011 as well.
Meanwhile a second project – Cross
Border Mentoring – was launched additionally. The third project is a handbook
focusing on International Business Behaviour and Intercultural Know-How.
This will be launched during the GGI
European Conference in Munich, Germany in April 2011.
The presence of local guest speakers
for the PG meetings during the confer-

ences will be a welcome alternative to
add further inputs to discussions; such
guest speakers especially for Practice
Groups will also be present at the GGI
European Conference in Munich.
After a tough day of presentations
and discussions the participants got
the chance to relax and unwind during
some time off for shopping or strolling
through Zurich downtown.
The next Practice Group Chairperson
meeting will take place in Zurich from
3-5 February 2012.
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11-13 March 2011: GGI
EasyMeet Milan, Italy
By Mariagiulia Signori
Over 40 participants from 15 different countries attended EasyMeet, which
took place in Milan from the 11th to 13th
of March. The participants started off
the Italian-styled weekend by having a
pizza dinner on Friday.It turned out to
be a great experience which forecast a
friendlier and more fruitful day ahead.
The day began with Michael Reiss delivering the opening speech, after which
Mariagiulia Signori and Sergio Finulli
welcomed the participants on behalf of

CONTENT

the host firm COMMA 10 introducing
the workshops and speakers.
Elisabeth Heller, Chairperson of Enhanced Business Opportunities, demonstrated the potential of using social
networks as marketing and business
tools aimed at young professionals, by
sharing a YouTube video during her presentation.
In their workshop, Pietia Laarhoven
and Brigitte Verdegaal introduced the
new Dutch Corporate Law that was related to limited liability companies (B.V.),
while Robert D’Alessandro with de-

GET PDF

GGI EasyMeet Milan, Italy
cades of personal experience explained
the functional validity of trusts and risk
management.
Oliver Biernat, Chairperson of International Taxation Practice Group, introduced ‘Tackling aggressive tax planning
through improved transparency and disclosure’, a subject that will be discussed
further at the upcoming meetings of The
Practice Group.
At the end of the day, following the
workshop, the ambiance turned into that
of an academy, as Ugo Girardi helped
attendees broaden their understanding
in the accounting department with his
lesson on “Accounting for non-accountants.”
Although numerous workshops and
lectures took place, Milan EasyMeet
was far from being a work-only meeting.
Participants were able to visit the city’s
glamorous fashion district and famous
monuments,also finally experience the
first GGI Carnival party which involved
dressing up.This was due thankfully to
the extended time period of the Milan

Carnival including live music, singing,
dancing and of course fine Italian dining.

GGI member firm
COMMA 10 – Commercialisti & Avvocati
(Chartered Accountants and Lawyers)
Milan, Italy
Mariagiulia Signori
E: mariagiulia.signori@comma10.it
Sergio Finulli
E: sergio.finulli@comma10.it
W: www.comma10.it
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GGI NEW MEMBER FIRMS

Argentina
MS Contadores P.A.
9 de Julio 1121
Cp X5000EMW
Córdoba
Argentina
T: + 54 351 423 6036
F: + 54 351 423 6048
E: info@mscontadores.com
W: www.mscontadores.com

Dinova Rusev & Partners
15 Shipka Street, Fl. 2
1504 Sofia
Bulgaria
T: +359 2 943 43 50
F: +359 2 944 15 08
E: anelia.dinova@drp-legal.com
W: www.drp-legal.com

Company languages: Spanish, English, German. Contact persons: Dr. Sergio Scravaglieri, sergio@mscontadores.com; Ricardo
Italo Martín. Services: Financial Audit &
Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance.

Company languages: English, Russian,
French, Spanish. Contact persons: Anelia
Dinova,
anelia.dinova@drp-legal.com;
Milen Rusev, milen.rusev@drp-legal.com.
Services: Law Firm

Dr. Sergio
Scravaglieri

Anelia Dinova

Ricardo Italo
Martín

Milen Rusev

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
CONTENT

Hong Kong

Bulgaria

GET PDF

Wong Brothers & Co.
Certified Public Accountants
19th Floor, MassMutual Tower, 38 Gloucester Road, Wanchai
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
T: +852 2520 2701
F: +852 2861 3757
E: info@wongbros.com.hk
W: www.wongbros.com.hk
Company languages: English, Hindi, Malayalam. Contact person: Mr. Ricky W.P. Wong,
rickywong@wongbros.com.hk. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax
Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance, International Trust & Estate
Planning.

Mr. Ricky W.P.
Wong

Ukraine
Legis Audit LLC
11, Terechenkivska str.
01004 Kiev
Ukraine
T: +380 44 461 97 21
F: +380 44 461 97 20
E: info@legis.ua
W: www.legis.ua
Company languages: English, French, German, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Ukrainian. Contact person: Ms. Inna Novak,
i_novak@legis.ua. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate
Finance.

Ms. Inna Novak

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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GGI NEW MEMBER FIRMS

United
States

Ukraine
Consulting Group Legis LLC
11, Terechenkivska str.
01004 Kiev
Ukraine
T: +380 44 461 97 21
F: +380 44 461 97 20
E: info@legis.ua
W: www.legis.ua
Company languages: English, Russian,
Spanish, Japanese, Ukrainian. Contact persons: Ms. Claudia Chosova, info@legis.ua.
Services: Law Firm, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance.

Ms. Claudia
Chosova

United
States

Nagano Morita LLP
250 East First St., Suite 1200, Kajima Bldg.
Los Angeles, CA 90012
California
United States
T: +1 213 621 23 04
F: +1 213 621 29 28
E: main@nagano-morita.com
W: www.nagano-morita.com

Drucker & Scaccetti, P.C.
1600 Market Street
Suite 3300
Philadelphia, PA 19103 Pennsylvania
United States
T: +1 215 665 3960
F: +1 215 665 3980
E: rdrucker@dscpas.com
W: www.dscpas.com

Stancil & Company
4909 Windy Hill Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609
North Carolina
United States
T: +1 919 872 1260
F: +1 919 872 6182
E: info@stancilcpa.com
W: www.stancilcpa.com

Main office: Los Angeles (California).
Branch offices: Irvine (Orange County),
California; San Diego (California); Santa
Clara (Silicon Valley), California; Honolulu
(Hawaii). Company languages: English,
Japanese. Contact person: Mr. Ricky Nagano; ricky@nagano-morita.com. Services:
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting.

Company languages: English, French, Arabic, Chinese, Mandarin, Russian, Spanish,
German. Contact person: Mr. Ronald H.
Drucker, rdrucker@dscpas.com. Services:
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax
Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance, International Trust & Estate
Planning.

Company languages: English, Hindi, Malayalam. Contact person: Mr. Reginald
L. Dupree, rickdupree@stancilcpa.com.
Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy
Services, Tax Consulting.

Mr. Ricky
Nagano

Mr. Ronald H.
Drucker

Mr. Reginald L.
Dupree

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
CONTENT

United
States
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We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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GGI INTERNAL NEWS

Australia: GGI Recruits
New Representatives –
Lawler Chartered
Accountants
GGI members now have a solution for
dealing with clients wanting to do business
in Australian markets.
Lawler Chartered Accountants are a
group of award winning, like-minded, independent accounting firms focused on providing quality service and offering greater
opportunities, benefits and synergies to
decision makers in business.
They provide a shared focus in not only
the corporate and SME markets with their
Audit, Taxation, Business Advisory, Corporate Finance and Business Recovery &
Insolvency Services, but also in the key industry specialty areas of Franchising, Hospitality, Mining Services, Manufacturing
and Pharmacy.
Through strategically located offices in
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Newcastle
and Rockhampton they are able to offer

CONTENT

the Geneva Group technical expertise and
available resources throughout the eastern
seaboard of Australia with 30 Partners and
300 staff.
The Group is well known in Australia and
was recently acknowledged in the Business Review Weekly (BRW) National Client
Choice Awards 2011 in the categories of:
Best National Professional Services Firm
revenue under $50M
Best National Accountancy Firm revenue under $50M
Best New South Wales Firm Professional Services Firm
Other competing organisations included some of Australia’s most outstanding
top tier professional service firms and also
comprised boutique, mid tier and the largest players in the legal, accounting, engineering, business consulting, human resources and public relations sectors.
According to Lawler Chartered Accountants Chairman, Terry Lawler, the core philosophy of the group has always been on
providing excellent service and top qualGET PDF

Sydney – harbour view

ity advice to its clients so they were delighted to be recognised in these awards.
“Our focus has, and will always be,
about responding to our business clients
needs; providing long term pro-active
relationships, partner access, pragmatic
solutions, and offering a thorough and
systematic approach. We aim to always
make time for our clients and to be sensitive to the human aspects of being
in business. We are very proud of this
achievement, as these prestigious awards
are not determined by a judging panel,
but entirely by the people that matter the
most – our clients and professional colleagues”, commented Mr Lawler.
Just a few ways Lawler Chartered Accountants can help GGI members:
Establishing businesses or acquisitions
(including finding targets) in other jurisdictions and providing advice on structure and due diligence considerations.
Managing repatriation of funds, funding
and taxation matters between countries.
Providing audit and advisory services for
clients established or doing business in
Australia and New Zealand.

Our core services include:
Audit & Assurance
Business Advisory Services
Business Recovery & Insolvency
Corporate Finance
Corporate Services
Financial Planning
Forensic Accounting Services
Franchise Services
Hospitality Services
Superannuation
Taxation Services

GGI member firm
Lawler Chartered Accountants
Terry Lawler
Lawler Partners, Sydney & Newcastle
tlawler@lawlerpartners.com.au
Norm Draper
Lawler Draper Dillon, Melbourne
ndraper@lawlerdd.com.au
Tom Hackett
Lawler Hacketts, Brisbane & Rockhampton
tom.hackett@lawlerhacketts.com.au
www.lawleralliance.com.au
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New GGI Regional
Head Office North
America in Boston
Boston is not only one of the oldest, most
affluent and culturally rich cities in the USA,
but is also steeped in history and the capital city of New England. But in spite of all
its history, Boston has also always looked
to the future. Today, it is a cosmopolitan
city that attracts young, highly qualified
professionals in their droves. Wealthy and
highly liveable, Boston is the centre of intellectual life in the USA. Following successful expansion to the North American continent, GGI will open a Regional Head Office
in Boston in June 2011, which will employ
three to four members of staff. The office
has a prime location right in the heart of
the financial district, at 100 State Street.
Below, we explain why GGI is convinced
that Boston was the right choice.

Boston – the cradle of liberty
As a regional centre, Boston attracted
the attention of London almost 250 years

ago. When King George III and Parliament decided to impose taxes on the
colonies, which were not represented in
the English Parliament, Boston was the
first place in which duties were collected
– and also the first to show resistance to
the taxation. The Boston Tea Party and
the Boston Massacre were key events in
the development of the American independence movement, and the Battle of
Bunker Hill increased the determination
of the colonies to assert their independence from the British Crown.
The Old State House (see picture next
page), which was the former seat of the
Royal Governor, is situated just 100 metres from our new Regional Head Office.
It was here that the 13 American colonies officially received their independence, when the “Declaration of Independence” from the British Crown was
proclaimed on 18 July 1776 from the balcony of the building.

Boston skyline

The Athens of America
What would Boston be without its universities? The city’s reputation as an intellectual centre, the “Athens of America”, is largely derived from the teaching
and research activities of more than 100
colleges and universities located in the
Greater Boston Area, with over 250,000
students attending college in Boston
and Cambridge alone. Boston University plays an important role within the
city, as its fourth largest employer.
Other universities in the Boston metropolitan area are Northeastern University, Suffolk University, the Boston
College and the University of Massachusetts Boston, Boston’s only public university.

Harvard University
But the universities that are best
known worldwide are Harvard University, which celebrates its 375th anniversary
this year, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), which is also
known as the “Boston Tech”. Both are
considered to rank among the world’s
elite centres of learning, featuring in the
global top 10 for many years and boasting numerous prominent graduates.

Top US business & financial centre
Boston’s colleges and universities
have a significant financial effect on the
region, with students contributing an

CONTENT
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Boston – Old State House
estimated USD 4.8 billion to the city’s
economy every year. They are also major
employers and attract industries to the
city and surrounding region. Boston is
home to a number of technology companies and is a hub for biotechnology,
with the Milken Institute rating it as the
top life science cluster in the country.
The city also receives the highest absolute amount of annual funding from the
National Institutes of Health of all cities
in the United States.
Financial services are also important
in Boston, especially mutual funds and
insurance. Boston-based Fidelity Investments helped popularise the mutual
fund in the 1980s and has made Boston
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many exhibits, so it is possible to spend
a full day or more completing the walking
tour.

America’s seafood paradise

Boston – Harvard University

Boston – America’s walking city

one of the top financial cities in the
United States. The city is home to the
regional headquarters of Bank of America and Sovereign Bank, and is a centre for venture capital firms. State Street
Corporation, which specialises in asset
management and custody services, is
headquartered in the city. A 2008 study
ranked Boston among the top 10 cities
in the world for a career in finance.
Boston is also home to management
consulting firms The Boston Consulting
Group and Bain & Company, as well as

the private equity group Bain Capital.
The Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, Gillette and New Balance are just
some of the major companies headquartered in the city.
The Greater Boston metropolitan area
has the sixth largest economy in the
USA, worth a total of USD 363 billion.
Boston was classified as an “incipient
global city” by a 2004 study group at
Loughborough University in England.

Boston – seafood paradise
Restaurant Mare, 135 Richmond Street,
Boston, tel. 617 723 6273
Restaurant Neptune Oyster, 63 Salem
Street, Boston, Tel. 617 742 34 74
The Oceanaire Seafood Room, 40 Court
Street, Boston, tel. 617 742 22 77

America’s walking city
Boston’s reputation as a walking city
may be partly attributable to the creation
of one of America’s first historic walking
tours, The Freedom Trail.
The Trail takes the visitor to 16 historical sites in the course of two or three
hours and covers two and a half centuries of America’s most significant past.
A red brick or painted line connects the
sites on the Trail and serves as a guide.
The Trail also allows visitors to see Boston’s past and present side by side. Many
prefer to take their time and study the
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Boston is undoubtedly America’s seafood capital. Not only because of the International Boston Seafood Show that
takes place every year, but also because it
is home to some of the best seafood restaurants in North America. No one visiting Boston should leave without trying
some seafood: freshly prepared fish, oysters, mussels, crabs and lobster are all on
offer. Here are a few “insider tips” for the
best seafood restaurants in the city:

GET PDF

New GGI
Regional Head Office
North America
in Boston:
GGI North America
Services Corp.
100 State Street
3rd floor
Boston, MA 02109
United States
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New on the GGI website:

Online registration
for conferences
We are pleased to officially announce
the new online registration tool for conferences. GGI Head Office will be launching it
to manage registrations for the upcoming
GGI Leadership Forum. From now on, the
entire conference registration process will
be handled online. GGI members will be
able to register for all meetings and conferences quickly and easily via the internet.
The new internal section of our website
contains a special online registration form
for each event. Members’ individual contact details are transferred directly from
our database, so there is no longer any
need to waste time re-entering this infor-

CONTENT

mation every time. Members simply need
to select their desired conferences and
any associated programs – for example,
the preferred choice of sightseeing programme – and an invoice will then be sent
via email, ensuring a minimum of fuss and
effort for everyone. We are delighted that,
as a result, we will have even more time to
attend to our members’ needs and to ensure the continued growth of GGI.
Head Office will write to all members
again just before the new tool is launched.
We hope you will enjoy using it! Do you
have any queries, please do not hesitate to
contact GGI headquarters.

GET PDF

GGI app for
Smartphones
We are pleased to present some information about the latest GGI innovation.
A GGI app for the iPhone will be available in the near future, and preparations
are currently well underway.
The GGI app offers all iPhone users
quick and easy access to the GGI register of members, details of all current
GGI events and the GGI corporate video – regardless of whether they are at
home, in the office, on holiday or simply
out and about.

GGI online-Directory
By clicking on the Company/Member
Search tab, users are taken directly to a
map with all members displayed as pins
(e.g. Europe region). If a pin is clicked on,
a small pop-up appears with the name of
the member and a “detail button”, which
takes the user to a page displaying the
details of the member in question.
This “details” page shows all the information held about a member, such
as contact details or services offered, in
the same way as the existing GGI website. Email addresses and telephone
numbers are interactive and clicking on
them either opens the email program or
starts a call.

The map has a “near me” button,
which uses GPS positioning to show
the appropriate section of the map depending on the user’s current location,
as well as all GGI members in the direct
vicinity.
The results and/or members displayed on the map can be narrowed via
a search filter. The search criteria are the
same as on the website: region/country/
metro area/city, practice group, particular expertise, etc. Alternatively, it is possible to search by entering the company
name.

...next page
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In addition to the map, users can also
view the search results as a list. As on
the website, the name of the member,
the region and/or country and the icons
representing the services offered are
displayed for every entry on the list, and
the list is sorted alphabetically by members’ names. Clicking on an entry opens
the detailed information again.

Events
The event tab displays an up-to-date
list of all future events. The list is sorted
by date and provides the event name,
place and category for each entry. A
link takes users to the online registra-

tion facility on the website. Clicking on
the “Past Events” button brings up details of all events that have already taken
place.
Contact information (addresses,
phone numbers and email addresses) is
displayed under “Contacts”, and is organised by region.

GGI corporate video
The GGI corporate video will either
be accessible via a separate tab or integrated in the Contacts/Info tab. The video will be displayed in full-screen mode
with the usual player controls, including
an iPhone-optimised version.

Prizes given for World
Finance Legal Awards
Geneva Group International is proud
to present two GGI member firms as
the winner of the World Finance Legal
Awards 2011, published in the JanuaryFebruary edition 2011 of World Finance
(www.worldfinance.com).
World Finance is a leading financial
magazine, produced every two months
by World News Media from its headquarters in London. Various journalists
CONTENT

report on capital markets, risk management, trading, technology, corporate
governance issues and regional markets
including Asia, Latin America, Europe,
Middle East and Africa. Reliable data
from analysts and special writers make
it possible that World Finance content
is essential reading for anybody who
wants to understand the machinations
of finance in the twenty-first century.
GET PDF

And the (GGI) winners are: The prizes
were given to more than 900 law firms
from 57 countries. GGI member firm
Kovács Réti Szegheö Attorney at Law
from Hungary for the award “Best Insolvency & Financial Restructuring Firm”
as well as to GGI member firm Dr. Frühbeck Abogados, SLP from Spain for the
award “Best M&A Firm”.
Kovács Réti Szegheö Attorney at Law
is GGI member firm since 2005 and located in Budapest, Hungary (www.krs.
hu). Dr. Frühbeck Abogados, a Spanish
law firm, has six offices spread in Spain,
as for example in Madrid, Barcelona
and Marbella (www.fruhbeck.com). The
prizes were given to more than 900 law
firms from 57 countries. View all winners here!

Outstanding performance in
the World Finance Legal Awards
As the author Bonnie Yuill, freelance
article writer at World Finance magazine, states in the intro of the article
“Prizes given for WF legal awards”:
“The economic rollercoaster ride which
began in 2009 brought some of the biggest changes the legal sector has seen
for a long time. In reviewing the year,
the magazine’s judging panel has selected those firms and individuals who
have performed to the highest standard
during 2010.”
To give a foretaste of the article by
Bonnie Yuill: After the greatest economic
upheaval for almost a century, global busi-

ness is now sharing signs of recovery and
a return to strength. Through the decline
and return to prosperity, law firms have
shown their significance as providers of essential expertise and stability, often when
the wider corporate and fiscal world has
been in a state of meltdown. (p.52, Prizes given for WF legal awards, World Finance, Jan-Feb 2011)
Please view the entire article of Bonnie Yuill in the available live issue by
clicking here!
The World Finance Awards have been
created in 2007 in order to identify industry leaders, individuals, teams and
organisations that represent the benchmark of achievement and best practice
in the financial and business world.
Some of the wide range of criteria used
by the World Finance awards panel for
example is innovation, originality, quality of product, as well as proof of market
development and excellence in client
representation.
World News Media is a leading publisher of quality financial and business
magazines, enjoying a global distribution network that includes subscriber
lists of the most prominent and senior
decision-makers around the world, as
well as comprehensive airport, hotel
and conference site distribution.
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Brazil as a business opportunity

Brazil: The fifth largest
country in the world is
in the fast lane …
By Marco Walser
Writing that “Swiss companies are dancing the samba in Brazil”, the Swiss financial
press has hit the nail on the head. Currently, 160,000 people are employed by around
300 Swiss companies in Brazil. The country is booming and under the eight year
presidency of Lula da Silva it has grown to
become the eighth largest global economy.
Walser & Partner AG has had a presence in
Brazil since 2007 with its subsidiary office
in Fortaleza, in the north-east of the country, from where it runs a number of different projects.
In a country where the economy continues to grow and with a population of
now over 200 million, where the middle
class has increased by 30 million people in
recent years, a target group with a high disposable income and increasingly greater
buying power has rapidly been created. It
therefore comes as no surprise that Brazil produced 3 million cars in 2010; more
than were produced in Germany in the
same year. Outstanding performance in
CONTENT

the technology and industrial sectors now
complement the traditional cornerstones
of the Brazilian economy, namely agriculture (60% of all protein consumed worldwide comes from Brazil) and raw materials (including massive oil reserves off the
coast of Brazil, now thought to be larger
than the ones in Saudi Arabia).

Projects
Walser & Partner Ltda. is currently overseeing a number of different real estate
projects in Brazil, with the foundation
stone laid for the “Solarium Residence”
in December 2010. This building project
will provide 228 private apartments for
the Brazilian middle class. Ninety singlefamily houses are planned in a second
project, which also got underway with the
purchase of land in December 2010. Two
further construction projects are “in the
pipeline”: a shopping centre including a
high-rise office building and a hotel, and
a mixed-use property with 134 city apartments and retail space.
GET PDF

Brazil –
Fortaleza Beira

Expertise on the ground

Inflation (4 %) and unemployment
(currently 5.7 %) well under control

Contact Marco G. Walser if you are interested in learning more about the possibilities and opportunities in this booming
market. He has good knowledge of the
country and its people and, as the principal person responsible for Walser & Partner’s international business, he will also
be spending a great deal of time in Brazil
in 2011.

5 reasons to choose Brazil
Rapid economic growth: around 9% in
2010
Strong agricultural economy and massive wealth of raw materials
Huge growth in technology and industry
Politically and economically stable. No
foreign debt since 2008.

With some 3 million inhabitants, Fortaleza is the 5th largest city in Brazil. Located in the north-east of the country, it
has excellent transport links and is only
around a 7 hour flight from Lisbon.

GGI member firm
Walser & Partner AG
(Financial Audit and Accountancy Services,
Tax- and Management Consulting, Trust and
Wealth Management Services)
Freienbach, Switzerland
Marco Walser
E: marco.walser@walserpartner.ch
W: www.walserpartner.ch
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An Insight in Doing
Business in Brazil
Primarily, it is important to mention that
the Brazilian federal tax authorities require
that non-resident individuals or foreignowned companies may acquire any assets
or goods in Brazil under the same conditions as Brazilian individuals or companies. However, non-resident individuals
or organizations must be registered with

the General Register of Corporate or Individual Taxpayers (CNPJ or CPF) prior to
acquiring the following items:
Real estate property
Vehicles
Vessels
Aircraft

Current bank accounts
Financial market applications
Capital market applications
Shares of equity (company participation)
Besides being registered as taxpayers, investors (economic purpose)
must be registered at the
Brazilian Exchange Authority - Central Bank of
Brazil.

GGI Publication

Definition
of foreign capital

For all of those who may be interested in the business opportunities offered by the sixth largest economy on
the planet, a complete reference and
a thorough practical guide is provided
by Seres Baum’s work “An Insight in
Doing Business in Brazil”. The book
covers all topics related to foreign
investments, legal entities, explanation of the complicated Brazilian tax
system, customs, labour charges and
provides a perfect framework for advising clients on opportunities as well
as on limitations. The following extract from the book will illustrate the
sort of detailed information you will
be able to acquire on the workings of
the country. The book will be available
in the GGI online shop shortly.

Brazilian law defines foreign capital as
goods, machinery and equipment entering in Brazil not in the original currency,
expenditure for the production of goods
or services as well as financial or monetary resources brought to Brazil for application in economic activities, that belong
to individuals or legal entities resident,
domiciled or with headquarters abroad.
If a non-resident buys a home or a vehicle for personal use (i.e., not implicated
in economic purpose), such goods are not
considered “foreign capital the exception
of the requirement to obtain the “taxpayer
card”. The treatment given to foreign capital in Brazil is quite liberal. The legislation
makes no distinction between national
and foreign companies, the basic principle being that juridical treatment must be
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Seres Baum

An Insight in Doing
Business in Brazil
GET PDF

granted to foreign and national capital in
exactly the same terms.

Prior Authorization
In general, foreign investment needs
no prior authorization, except for some
specific cases such as
investment in foreign currency
investment by importing goods, machinery and equipment
investment by conversion of foreign
credits

Direct foreign investment
Direct Foreign Investment may participate in economic activities organized in

...next page
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Brazil in the context of a partnership with
a business company organized under Brazilian law, or of the opening of a branch or
office of a foreign company in the national
territory on authorization of the Federal
Executive Branch.
Company Created Under Brazilian Law
– Investment in a company constituted
in Brazil and in accordance with Brazilian law, can be made by purchasing equity
in a company or subscribing to capital in
companies already established in Brazil,
or by setting up a new company. In these
two cases, the authorization of the Federal Government is not required, and all
that is necessary is to apply for registration with the Commercial Board of the
state where the company has or plans to
install its main office.
Laws regulating the formation of legal
entities in Brazil are applicable to foreign
and Brazilian entities or individuals in substantially the same manner. Non-resident
individuals or legal entities may adopt any
type of legal entity recognized by Brazilian
legislation.
Investment may encompasses tangible
and intangible assets, including technology transfer, receivables that can be sent
overseas, such as loans and interest,
which are convertible into capital in the
company in the event that they are not
paid, and rendering of technical services.
Company Created Under Another Country’s Law – Due to the fact that a branch
is only an extension of the international
CONTENT

legal entity (parent company), in the case
of foreign companies operating in Brazil,
special authorization is required from the
Federal Government, by presidential decree, which is a lengthy process.
In general, foreign companies shall file
an application, addressed to the Ministry of Development, Industry and Commerce, which will analyze it, without prejudice to the jurisdiction of other federal
bodies, depending on the activity to be
performed. Once the authorization for installation and operation has been granted
by the Federal Executive Branch, the foreign company shall be bound by the same
obligations of registration as its Brazilian
counterpart.
Instead of opening a new branch, foreign investors tend to incorporate a subsidiary, rather than set up a branch in
Brazilian territory. The process of establishing a subsidiary in Brazil is fairly simple and much less time consuming when
compared to establishing a branch.
From a tax perspective, there is no difference, between the branch of a non-resident company and a local subsidiary.
Representative Appointment – Foreign
partners domiciled abroad shall appoint a
representative in Brazil by a public power
of attorney with powers to receive service
of process in legal actions related to the
company. All foreign documents shall be
certified by the local notary office and initialed by the Brazilian Consulate in the
country of origin and accompanied by an
official translation.
GET PDF

Brasilia – the Juscelino Kubitschek Bridge
Management – Foreigners may only fill
a management position in the company
or be a member of the Audit Committee
if they have a permanent visa to reside in
Brazil and do not fall within the cases of
disqualification to fill a management position; otherwise, the company shall be
managed or conducted by a manager residing in Brazil. After obtaining taxpayer
registration, the investor and investee, as
well as the operations of investment and
foreign currency transactions must be
registered at the Monetary and Exchange
Authority (Central Bank of Brazil).
Investments will always be registered
in the foreign currency in which they are
actually made, or in Brazilian currency,
when they originate from a non-resident
account duly maintained in Brazil.
Registering a Direct Investment – Foreign capital direct investments must be
registered with the Central Bank Information System - SISBACEN, Electronic Declaratory Registration (RDE - IED) within
thirty days from the day of origin (entry
in the country, conversion, etc.), or where

they consist of tangible assets, ninety days
after customs’ clearance.
Registering a Portfolio Investment – In
accordance with Brazilian Monetary Authorities, any investor, individual and legal person non-resident, can invest in the
Brazilian markets (financial and capital).
Such investments may take the form of
three different types of funding: investment societies, investment funds and diversified portfolio of shares.
Non-resident individuals or legal entities (including foreign funds or financial
institutions) that make certain financial
investments in the Brazilian market are
also required to register such investments
with the Central Bank Information System
- SISBACEN, Electronic Declaratory Registration (RDE – Portfolio). For instance,
it is necessary to appoint a legal representative in the country and to open an individual or collective bank account.
Registering Credit Operations – Financial operations with non-residents

...next page
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(loans, mortgages, leases), equipment
rentals, freight and operations subject
to recording with the Brazilian Property
Rights Authority (INPI) must be registered with the Central Bank Information
System – SISBACEN, Electronic Declaratory Registration (RDE – ROF), as are any
guarantees provided for internal credit
operations entered into by legal entities
domiciled or headquartered in Brazil
with international organizations in which
Brazil participates.

Repatriating funds
Repatriation of foreign capital invested in Brazil and registered with the Central Bank is not contingent on volumes
or prior authorization or liable for tax.
Profits re-invested in augmenting company capital are also exempt from paying income tax and may be included in
the value of the capital registered in RDE
(Central Bank Controls).
Excess of remittances of the registered
amount will be considered capital gains
for the foreign investor, and are thus subject to 15% withholding income tax.

Restriced deals
Some economics activities, such as
mail and telegraph, public health, nuclear
energy, airlines with domestic flight concessions, sanitation and the aerospace
industry, are still not allowed for foreign
participation.
Foreign investment in some industries
CONTENT

such as financial and insurance services,
road cargo, airlines and coastal shipping,
cable TV service, news and broadcasting,
mining and hydraulic power are permitted, but some restrictions apply.

Acquisition of real estate in Brazil
Under Brazilian law, the acquisition
of real estate property is contingent on
registration of the public or private instrument at a Real Estate Registry in the
jurisdiction where the property is located.
It thus makes a clear difference between
land ownership and rights over elements
of the subsoil, such as mineral and hydroelectric resources, which are considered
Federal Government property.
Under Brazilian law, land ownership
rights do not encompass mineral deposits, mines and mineral resources, potential hydroelectric power sources, archeological sites, or other assets referred to in
specific legislation. Consequently, federal
authorization or a license is required for
exploitation of mineral and hydroelectric
resources.
Foreign Individuals or Foreign-Owned
Companies – Urban real estate is freely
available for foreign individual or foreignowned companies. However, special
conditions apply to ownership by foreign
individuals or companies of property located in coastal or frontier zones, legal
Amazon, and in certain specifically designated national security areas.
GET PDF

Rio de Janeiro – Christ the Redeemer
Acquisition by Non-Residents – Foreign
individuals whose permanent residence is
outside Brazil cannot acquire rural land in
Brazil, except if acquisition comes from
inheritance rights.
In the case of Brazilian companies under foreign control, there is no restriction
on the acquisition of rural property in Brazil. However, restrictions
on foreign individuals and foreign corporate entities authorized to operate in
Brazil remain in force. Foreign companies
can only acquire rural land for the purposes of farming, cattle-raising, and industrial or settlement projects and such projects must be specified in the company’s
by-laws. Such projects must be approved
by either the Brazilian Agriculture Ministry
or the Department of Trade and Industry.

Real Estate Investment Funds – Real
estate investment funds were established
to provide funding for real estate development ventures, for subsequent sale, letting, or leasing, like hotels or shopping
centers. Foreign individuals and corporations may acquire shares in such undertakings with no restrictions.

GGI member firm
Grupo Work Independent Auditors
(Financial Audit, Tax Consulting,
Management Consulting)
Goiania, Brazil
Seres Baum
E: seres.baum@grupowork.com
W: www.grupowork.com
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The Latest IRS
Offshore Voluntary
Disclosure Initiative
By Steven L. Cantor and Giev J. Askari
The current 2011 Offshore Voluntary
Disclosure Initiative (“OVDI”) which
was announced by the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) on February 8, 2011
and is now available through August 31,
2011. The OVDI requires United States
taxpayers to report unreported income
for all calendar years from 2003 through
2010. The miscellaneous penalty is now
25% of the amount in the foreign bank
accounts in the year with the highest
aggregate account balance covering the
2003 through 2010. There is a separate
12.5% miscellaneous penalty alternative for taxpayers whose highest aggregate account balance (including the fair
market value of assets in undisclosed
offshore entities and the fair market
value of any foreign assets that were either acquired with improperly untaxed
funds or produced improperly untaxed
income) in each of the years covered by
the OVDI is less than $75,000. There is
a 5% miscellaneous penalty which also
applies to taxpayers who are foreign
residents who were unaware that they

Steven L. Cantor

Giev Askari
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were United States citizens. Taxpayers
are also required to pay (1) a 20% accuracy-related penalty under IRC § 6662(a)
on the full amount of underpayments
for all years, (2) a failure to file penalty if applicable, and (3) a failure to pay
penalty if applicable. The OVDI also allows for the alternative mark-to-market
calculation of income from investments
in passive foreign investment companies (“PFICs”) (such as offshore mutual
funds, offshore hedge funds or similarly
structured offshore products), a feature
which was belatedly added to the OVDP.
The IRS will apply a tax rate of 20% to
mark-to-market gains and dispositions.
Additionally, the IRS will apply a rate of
7% of the tax computed for the investments which are marked-to-market during the first year of the OVDI application.
Speaking at a recent conference, IRS
Commissioner Douglas Shulman stated
that the IRS is “only at the beginning of
what needs to be a multiyear focus on international issues.” Taxpayers who continue to “stick their head in the sand”
should understand that this initiative is
part of a much larger process which is
shaping the ability of the IRS to detect
and combat offshore tax evasion.
The IRS has indicated that it will require a completed package (including
complete and accurate amended United
States federal income tax and informational returns) by the August 31, 2011
deadline. It is therefore important that
advisors with US taxpayers with undis-

closed offshore accounts or income begin the voluntary disclosure process as
soon as possible, in order to ensure that
their application will be completed by
the August 31, 2011 deadline.
Steven L. Cantor is the managing partner and Giev J. Askari is an associate
with the law firm of Cantor & Webb P.A.
a GGI member, focused on the representation of international private clients
in the areas of taxation, estate planning
and tax compliance.

GGI member firm
Cantor & Webb P.A.
(Law Firm, Tax Consulting,
Trust and Wealth Management Services)
Miami, Florida
Steven L. Cantor
E: steve@cantorwebb.com
W: www.cantorwebb.com
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Merger of Japanese
major steel companies
By Seichi Yoshikawa
In the midst of intensifying competition in the global market, Nippon Steel
Corporation, the world’s sixth largest
steel manufacturer, and Sumitomo Metal
Industries, Ltd., the 23rd largest, have recently announced that they plan to merge.
The target date for the merger is 1 October 2012, and if it materialises, it will create the second largest steel manufacturer
in the world, after Arcelor Mittal of Luxembourg.
Nippon Steel was born in 1970 as the result of a merger between Yawata Steel and
Fuji Steel and has been by far the largest
producer of steel in Japan since then. In
the 2010 financial year its sales amounted
to JPY 4,100 billion, giving it 40% of the
market share in Japan. The company’s
stronghold is high-quality steel products,
such as steel board for cars. Sumitomo
Metal is the third largest manufacturer

In the light of the recent devastating
natural catastrophy claiming thousands of lives and depriving hundreds
of thousands of their homes GGI wishes strength and solitude to the Japanese people in these hard times.
CONTENT

in Japan, with sales of JPY 1,500 billion.
Its particular strength lies in producing
seamless steel for pipes.
Nippon Steel used to be the world’s largest steel manufacturer but its competitive
power in the global market has weakened
as the conditions in the steel industry have
drastically changed over the years. The
most remarkable of such changes are the
globalisation of the economy and rapid
growth in the power of steel manufacturers in developing countries, such as China
and India. The largest steel manufacturer
is now Arcelor Mittal, which was formed
as the result of a merger between Arcelor
of Luxembourg and Mittal of India. The
manufacturers ranked second, third and
fourth are Chinese while the fifth largest
is a Korean company. Another important
change is the unprecedented increase in
the cost of iron ore and coal materials.
In 2010, the prices of iron ore and coal
multiplied by 8.9 and 4.7 respectively,
compared with the price levels in 2002.
This cost increase is partly attributable to
a dramatic rise in demand in developing
countries and partly to the emergence of
very large suppliers, such as Vale of Brazil and Rio Tinto of UK/Australia, which
together control 70% of the world market
for iron ore.
GET PDF

Japanese steel manufacturers are
obliged to compete with these large companies and negotiate the prices of materials with the powerful suppliers in the global market, which has led them to conclude
that the power of size is critically important. Top executives at Nippon Steel and
Sumitomo Metal have stated that while
they are confident of the supremacy of
their technology and high quality of their
products, they wish to be the world’s top
steel manufacturer in terms of the totality
of size, technology and quality. They have
also stated that they plan to create production bases in developing countries in
order to be more competitive.
From a lawyer’s point of view, it will
be extremely interesting to see how the
Japanese (and foreign) competition law
authorities react to the proposed merger.
The two companies together will have a
40% market share of all steel products in
Japan and the market share will be even
higher for certain specialist steel products. On the other hand, their share in the
world market is only 3%. It is said that a
unique characteristic of the steel industry
is that manufacturers tend to supply only
to the domestic and neighbouring markets because steel is not suitable for longdistance transportation, and therefore the
market share of each manufacturer cannot be as big as that of manufacturers in
some other industrial sectors. Even Arcelor Mittal, the largest steel manufacturer,
controls only 5% of the world market. Japan’s Fair Trade Commission (FTC), which
administers competition law, changed its

Seichi Yoshikawa
policy on mergers in 2007. It now places
more importance on the degree of market oligopoly (HHI) than on the domestic market share and also takes the world
market share into consideration. The Japanese government welcomes this move
by Nippon Steel and Sumitomo Metal as
a step towards strengthening the competitive power of the Japanese industry in the
global market. It therefore appears more
likely than not that the FTC will approve
the merger plan, but possibly on certain
conditions, such as the sale of some specified businesses to third parties.

GGI member firm
Koga & Partners
(Law Firm)
Tokyo, Japan
Seiichi Yoshikawa
E: yoshikawa@kogapartnerslaw.com
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Kutchins, Robbins & Diamond (KRD) and Chicago:

Stories of vibrant
growth, international
trade and culture
By Chris Cameron and Allen Kutchins
Kutchins, Robbins, and Diamond (KRD)
is a premier accounting firm located in
Schaumburg, IL a suburb of Chicago and
has been proud to call this home for over
30 years. Chicago has been an epicentre
of international trade for more than 300
years, a story of vibrant growth stretching
back to the 17th Century.
The city’s exponential growth was fuelled by its central location which is a current advantage for KRD being accessible
to clients. The legacy of the city’s place as
a hub for canals and railways continues
today: O’Hare International and Midway
International Airports offer 3,500 flights
a day from more than 50 airlines, including non-stop flights to 60 international
and 154 domestic business centres - more
than any other city in the world - making it North America’s only dual hub for
commercial air travel. The city remains a
hub for rail and water transport - and sits
at the nexus of six major highways. And
once you’re here, getting around is easy
CONTENT

with one of the country’s most extensive
public transportation systems.
Chicago is more than just a crossroads
for planes, trains and automobiles - the
Chicagoland area is home to a diverse mix
of nearly 10 million people, representing
customs and cultures from around the
world. Well-known as a “city of neighbourhoods,” Chicago boasts 77 of them - each
with a history and unique style. You can
catch a Cubs game in Wrigleyville, shop
the along the Magnificent Mile, or stroll
along Lake Michigan in Lincoln Park. You
can get a hot dog on the Near South Side,
stir fry in Chinatown, or Ethiopian food in
Edgewater. Or you can get to the heart of
it all in the Loop, where you can find a little
bit of everything.
KRD employees enjoy the cultural life
in Chicago driven by its thousands of artists - musicians, painters, photographers,
actors, writers, dancers and more - whose
work is on display all year-round in hundreds of galleries, theatres and museums.
The Art Institute of Chicago houses permanent collections and rotating gallerGET PDF

Chicago river
ies - additionally the lakefront Museum
Campus is home to three celebrated institutions: the Shedd Aquarium, the Adler
Planetarium and The Field Museum of
Natural History. KRD also assists numerous charitable organizations of which
many are in Chicago including Children’s
Oncology Services, Inc. and La Rabida
Children’s Hospital.
The best and brightest from across the
country and across the globe are drawn to
the first-class higher education available
in the city. That intellectual capital has
helped fuel a vibrant environment for KRD
and for Chicago’s many established and
emerging industries, including business
and financial services, manufacturing,
biotechnology, information technology,
health services, transportation and dis-

tribution. KRD services many companies
in those industries. More than 400 major
corporations are headquartered in Chicago, including twenty-nine Fortune 500
companies - among them Boeing, Kraft
Foods, Motorola, and Northern Trust.
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Civil responsibilty
concerning insurance
investments bonds

this which result in awards against the institutions.
As offshore companies increasingly
come under the microscope, insurance
policies become progressively more attractive to private banking clients. Understanding the ins and outs of these issues
is essential. As international wealth managers, we encounter these issues daily and
are more than happy to protect member
firms by acting as brokers to investment
insurance policies thereby avoiding the
liability of civil responsibility and at the
same time giving adequate advice to the
client. If you have clients without an external wealth advisor, it is time to react and
protect them. If you advise financial insti-

By Prof. Robert
Anthony
In the environment of the G20 on
offshore jurisdictions, international
private banks and
institutions
are
looking for legal
alternatives. The
insurance wrapper
is becoming an interesting alternative to the offshore
entity.
However,
this is not without its own issues. Conflicts of interest and due diligence incorrectly managed can lead to banks, lawyers
and insurance companies having a civil
responsibility issue. Highlighting the issues and the reasoning together with the
services of an independent financial advisor protects all the parties concerned and
gives equitable solutions.
When taking out an insurance policy it
is important to identify who is advising the
client. It is often a bank that will broker a
CONTENT

tutions the same applies. The dismantling
of the large institutions will partially go towards creating independence, but an external advisor to the insurance company
that is not a member of the same group
will still be needed.
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Anthony & Cie
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The Austrian group taxation system:
© Fotolia
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policy via its own brokerage department,
which is sometimes an insurance company that is part of the same group. With the
bank also acting as custodian with discretionary management, where is the bank’s
independence? A lawyer advising on the
file should highlight this issue to the client,
but this is rarely the case. Some countries
have consumer legislation to protect clients in cases of pushed selling and there
are more and more case laws concerning

...next page
GET PDF

A tool for the
utilization of foreign
PE losses within the EU
By Carina Sagmeister
The Austrian group taxation system
can be a very interesting tool as it provides the option to offset losses of for-

eign group members (GM) at group parent (GP) level. Before concentrating on
specific issues, the article should provide a general overview of the treatment

...next page
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of losses in Austria (AT). Furthermore,
it should explain the basic concept of
the Austrian group taxation system.

Loss treatment in Austria
Austrian tax law (ATL) allows the consideration of foreign PE losses in the AT
tax base. The same principle applies for
the losses of foreign subsidiaries that
are part of an Austrian tax group. The attributable losses have to be determined
according to ATL. In the case of a (possible) loss use in the GM state, a recapture has to take place in AT.

Austrian group taxation system
The basic concept consists of an optional netting of profits/losses of all GMs
on the level of the GP (for tax purpose
only). The special feature is that ATL
makes a cross-border grouping possible. Consequently, foreign GMs are also
accepted as long as the financial control
is in the hands of an AT entity.
GP companies and their subsidiaries may elect for consolidated income
taxation if the parent exercises financial control over the subsidiary. Financial control is presumed if the GP owns
more than 50% of the capital and voting power in the subsidiary from the
beginning of the financial year.
Consolidated income taxation means
that a subsidiary, although a separate legal entity according to company law, is
CONTENT

Carina Sagmeister
treated as a branch of its parent company for tax purposes. Irrespective of the
participation held, 100% of the profits
and losses of a GM will be attributed to
the GP in a domestic situation.
In contrast to that, losses of non-resident GMs can be offset to the extent
of the direct participation share by the
GP. The loss will have to be recovered
as soon as it can be offset against the
profit of the non-resident GM in the foreign jurisdiction or if the non-resident
entity leaves the group. Furthermore,
it provides for goodwill amortization.
Due to the use of losses and goodwill
amortisation, write-offs in respect of
participations in group members are
not tax deductible.

Avoidance of recapture of foreign losses – a practical example
In the case that a German (GER)
GET PDF

company is part of an Austrian
tax group and this company invests in a 3rd EU country (e.g. NL)
via a PE, it is very likely that this PE
generates losses within the first years
of existence. GER tax law would not
permit the consideration of the NL PE
losses, whereas if the company is part
of the Austrian tax group, such losses
could be consolidated at the GP level.
Foreign losses have to be determined
according to ATL. A recapture would
not take place at all in AT, since GER
tax law does not provide for loss utilization of a foreign PE (unless final).
Even in the case of final PE losses the
option for an Austrian group taxation
would provide for a timing advantage.
The PE state (NL) might provide for a
loss carry back or loss carry forward.
The fact that the loss can be carried forward in the PE state and used in later
periods does not have an effect on the
use of the PE loss within the tax group
as the recapture within in the group applies according to the law of the foreign
GM (GER does not permit the use of
foreign PE losses). In effect, this would
lead to a double loss utilisation for current losses or a timing advantage in the
case of final PE losses.

Conclusion
The mismatch of the determination
between the allocation of foreign losses and the recapture event as soon as

the losses can/could be used in the foreign GM state can lead to the use of PE
losses from another EU country. In effect the losses could be used in AT and
in the PE state. The recapture event in
AT would only be triggered if the PE
losses could be used in GER, and according to current tax law this would
only apply in the case of final PE losses.
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Trusts versus
foundations

Board/Council – similar to the directors of a company
Beneficiaries – those who may benefit from the foundation’s assets or income
Guardian – person who watches
over the actions of and has a veto over
the board/council.
Charter – the founding document of the
foundation
Regulations – governs how the foundation is to be run
Letter of wishes – from the founder
guiding the actions of the board/council
The existence of the foundation and the
charter are usually on public record

By Graham Busch
The following is a brief summary of a
presentation which Graham delivered at
the recent Winter Meeting of the International Tax Practice Group in London:

Why have a trust or a foundation?
Confidentiality of ownership
Tax minimisation
Ease of succession (passing assets to
beneficiaries)
Protection from reckless heirs
Protection from creditors
Protection against a breakdown in a
marriage

Characteristics of trusts
(discretionary trusts)
A legal arrangement or obligation for
assets and income to be managed.
Parties:
Settlor – the original donor of the as
sets
Trustees – those who are obliged to
look after the assets and income
Beneficiaries – those who may benefit from the trust’s assets or income
Protector – person who watches over
CONTENT

Advantages/disadvantages
of a foundation
Much reduced danger of a “sham”
Client can have more control (e.g. can
be a member of the board/council)
Greatly reduced beneficiary rights (less
risk for the board/council members)
Less risk of where the control is exercised, and by whom.
Generally higher costs
Limited flexibility
Limited portability
Foundation’s existence and charter are
on public record

Advantages/disadvantages
of a trust
Graham Busch
the actions of and has a veto over the
trustees
Trust deed – the founding document of
the trust
Letter of wishes – from the settlor guiding the actions of the trustees
Nothing is on public record or registered anywhere.

Characteristics of foundations
A separate legal registered entity
Parties:
Founder – the original donor of the
assets
GET PDF

Generally lower costs
Portability (can easily relocate to a different jurisdiction)
Flexibility (easy to make changes)
Existence of significant case law precedents
Wide acceptance (e.g. The Hague Convention)
Nothing on public record
Danger of being classified as a “sham”
(court may look through)
Too much client interference or control
is dangerous
Beneficiaries have significant rights
(trustees need to exercise great care in
administration)
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The international
residence headache
Prof. Robert Anthony
Today international clients still do not
seem to have understood that the pressure of global taxation requires them to be
transparent with their interests. They are
manipulating their marital situations in
creating split residences from their wives
while at the same time placing their assets in their wives names. If challenged
by the revenue, they are able to claim for
themselves exemption from several taxes.
Certain civil code countries have a community marriage policy whereby the tax
on the married couple’s residence is consolidated. Various interesting scenarios
could arise where there is a pact between
the two parties. In which case how is this
dealt with when two different jurisdictions
are involved?
Certain married couples have gone to
the extent of divorcing in order to demonstrate clearly that they have two separated residences; somewhat extreme but
not unknown. I have always believed in
simplicity with regard to my tax planning
while being more realistic about current
trends. It is possible to separate clients’
assets and leave enough for the family to
live comfortably wherever they wish. My
grandfather used to say there is nothing
CONTENT

wrong in paying some tax. Paul McCartney, for example, still lives happily in the
United Kingdom! The use of foundations,
trusts and charities makes this feasible.
It is a matter of conscience; clients
need help in facing up to what they really
want! I recently said to a client, who loves
his wife, but is regularly separated from
her, “are you really happy being a globe
trotter in order to avoid tax?” This meant
him spending time counting the days in
one country, just to duck and dive from
the revenue. The client said that he would
certainly prefer to live as a family. Perhaps
there is a choice to be made here is the
pursuit of saving money worth all the sacrifices of life style and separation from the
family? When one is older one realises
that it is not, but then maybe it is too late
as time has already passed.

GGI Business Travel Tip:
Tel-Aviv, Israel
By Ady Nordman
Tel-Aviv, my home town, is renowned
as a vibrant 24/7 city. All the first time
visitors whom I have had the pleasure
of hosting here have found the aspect
and mood of Tel-Aviv very different from
that portrayed by world news and TV reports.
Tel-Aviv, which lies at sea level on the
edge the Mediterranean, is a relatively
small city dating back only 102 years. It
is the home of many flavours, such as

the excellent chick pea-based hummus
and falafel dishes. It also houses a variety of gourmet restaurants, some of
which are open 24/7.
From the huge selection I have chosen four great places to eat: The Middle
East is particularly well known for its
hummus and falafel specialities. One
of the many hummus establishments
in Tel-Aviv (there are very many more
in the North of Israel and Jerusalem) is
“Ali Karavan (Abu Hassan)” – located at

...next page
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14 and 18 Shivtai Israel St., Jaffa (there is
another branch at 1 Dolphin Street). In
these places all you do is eat hummus,
and believe me, you do not want anything else. They don’t have napkins and
they expect you to eat and leave, so others can take your place. Just make sure
you arrive early for lunch because once
the hummus is finished, funnily enough,
they close (closed Mondays and Satur-

CONTENT

days and by 15:00 on all other days).
My second choice is situated on the
golden sands of the Tel-Aviv beach overlooking the sea and old Jaffa – “Manta
Ray” located at “Alma Beach” (southern
side of the promenade) – Ideally I would
choose to start the morning here with
their wonderful breakfast, skipping that
of the hotel. However, if you are unable
to make it in the morning, I would hurry
there half an hour
before sunset for
an early dinner.
It is most advisable to book in advance.
My third choice
is the gourmet
restaurant, “Herbert Samuel” located at 6 Koifman
St., Tel Aviv. Open
daily for lunch and
dinner, the food is
excellent and even
if you are on your
own the bar is a
great place, offering a unique laidback atmosphere.
Herbert Samuel
is full every night,
so you will need
to make a reservation if you want to
experience their
tasty dishes. I always ask the waitGET PDF

er or the barman to recommend what to
eat and it has been a winner each and
every time.
My fourth choice is “Brassiere M&R”
– located at 70 Ibn-Gabirol St. (Yitzhak
Rabin Square) Tel-Aviv. This is one of
the most famous establishments in TelAviv. Serving great food, it is open 24/7.
Whether you want to eat alone at the bar
or on a small table, or dine with others,
it is a great choice. Booking in advance
is advisable. For those who prefer more
intimate, luxury hotels I can also recommend a stay here.
In Hebrew we say “BeTeavon” meaning bon appétit, and when proposing a
toast we say “LeChaim“ (to life).
As with Tel-Aviv, Jerusalem and all of
Israel has much more to offer. Please

feel free to drop me a line when you plan
to come here so that I can recommend
some other great places.
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HBR’s
10 Must
Reads on
Leadership

Further conferences
and events
What: 8th CISO Summit & Roundtable
Where: Rome, Italy
When: 8-10 June, 2011
Brief description: FFirmly established
as the Europe’s premier event for directors of and thoughtleaders in information security and technology risk
management, MIS Training Institute is
delighted to announce the 8th Annual
CISO Summit taking place 8th and 9th
of June 2011. Predict change and create
best practice with security peers from
business and government to stay one

By Harvard Business Review
How can you transform yourself from
a good manager into an extraordinary
leader? We’ve combed through hundreds
of Harvard Business Review (HBR) articles on leadership an dselected the most
important ones to help you maximize
your own and your organization’s performance.
This collection includes these bestselling HBR articles: “What makes a
leader?”, “What makes an effective executive?”, “What leaders really do”, “The
work of leadership”, “Why should anyone be led by you?”, “Crucibles of leadership”, “Level 5 leadership: The triumph
of humility and fierce resolve”, “Seven
transformations of leadership”, “Discovering your authentic leadership”, and “In
praise of the incomplete leader”.
HBR article collections save you time
by synthesizing and distilling the essence
of selected Harvard Business Review arCONTENT

ticles that, together, help you meet a specific management challenge. One-page
overviews draw out the main points. Annotated bibliographies point you to related resources. Includes original HBR
articles.
156 pages. Publication date: June, 2010.
Prod.: 12546-SBC-ENG

What:
		
Where:
When:

Accounting for the oil
and gas industry
Singapore
29-31 August 2011

More information

as well as how accounting and finance
create strategic value for the organisation.

Brief description: A three day course
on the fundamentals of understanding,
applying and interpreting the complexities of financial reporting for oil and gas
industries. At the end of the course you
will possess a thorough understanding
of the accounting requirements and
regulations for oil and gas industries,
GET PDF

step ahead of rapidly changing business
environments, current cyper threats,
strategies and responses. Enjoy active
participation in becnchmarking think
tanks, analysing successes and learning points from new case studies and
sharing in dynamic debates.

More information
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Further conferences
and events
What:
		
Where:
		
When:

Renewable Technologies
Summit 2011
The Westin Diplomat Resort
& Spa, Hollywood, FL, USA
15-17 August 2011

Brief description: The Renewable Technologies Summit offers a unique format
for solution providers to gain access to
the leading power generation executives
across North America. Over three days,
solution providers will meet and interact
with senior power generation executives
through a number of one-on-one business
meetings and many organized networking

What: The City Law School, City University London – 2nd International
Conference on Practising Law
Where: London, United Kingdom
When: 14-15 July 2011
Brief description: The City Law School, City
University London, is organising the 2nd International Conference on Practising Law.
This major international conference will
take place at The City Law School in Gray’s
Inn and will provide a unique opportunity
CONTENT

activities. In addition, solution providers
will attend strategic summit sessions led
by thought leaders from across the electric utility industry. Within the luxurious
settings of The Westin Diplomat Resort
& Spa, this networking event presents a
unique opportunity to develop meaningful and valuable business relations.
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Contact

More information

for legal practitioners and academics from
around the world to share expertise and
demonstrate the impact of this exchange
of knowledge.
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Geneva Group International AG
Forsterstrasse 70
8044 Zurich
Switzerland
T: +41 44 256 18 18
F: +41 44 256 18 11
E: info@ggi.com
I: www.ggi.com

If you wish to be removed from
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Disclaimer
The information provided in this INSIDER came from reliable sources and
was prepared from data assumed to be
correct; however, we neither accept liability for nor are we able to guarantee the
content.
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